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XDR is an emerging technology that can offer improved threat

prevention, detection and response capabilities for security

operations teams. This research provides strategic guidance for

SRM leaders to understand and evaluate the applicability of XDR

platforms for their needs.
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Overview

Key Findings

Recommendations

SRM leaders looking to improve incident response capability should:

  The trend continues for security and risk management (SRM) leaders to seek

security vendor and product consolidation to manage risk and improve security

operations productivity. Extended detection and response (XDR) is evolving to

provide these benefits.

■

XDR is expected to see the biggest initial adoption by smaller security organizations

that likely don’t have security information and event management (SIEM)/security

orchestration automation and response (SOAR) solutions in place today. No XDRs

currently meet the full needs of mature large enterprise security operations because

XDR will not displace SIEM functionality for all use cases.

■

XDR will be an increasingly critical capability for buyers to evaluate when seeking

strategic architectural decisions for their security operations program. XDR solutions

are built around multiple products designed to provide a more comprehensive

solution for workspace security, network security or workload security domains.

■

Modern security is a data-heavy exercise, and competent XDR providers will have

extensive and cost-effective data storage, analytics and machine learning (ML)

capabilities.

■

Evaluate any underutilized functionality in existing point solutions integrations with

SIEM/SOAR first to ensure that XDR will cover any specific gaps in threat detection

and the response program.

■

Evaluate a vendor consolidation strategy anchored with XDRs on its ability to

improve security efficacy and improve security operations productivity.

■

Focus initial XDR product considerations on threat-centric detection and incident

response heavy security use cases such as user workspace, cloud usage, application

workload or traditional network protection.

■
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Strategic Planning Assumptions
By year-end 2027, XDR will be used by up to 40% of end-user organizations to reduce the

number of security vendors they have in place, up from less than 5% today.

By year-end 2027, XDR and SASE will be used by up to 50% of end-user organizations to

reduce the number of security vendors they have in place, up from less than 5% today.

By 2023, at least 30% of EDR and SIEM providers will claim to provide XDR, despite them

lacking core XDR functionality.

Market Definition
Extended detection and response is a platform that integrates, correlates and

contextualizes data and alerts from multiple security prevention, detection and response

components. XDR is a cloud-delivered technology comprising multiple point solutions and

advanced analytics to correlate alerts from multiple sources into incidents from weaker

individual signals to create more accurate detections. It aims to reduce product sprawl,

alert fatigue, integration challenges and operational expense, and will appeal in particular

to security operations teams that have difficulty managing a best-of-breed solutions

portfolio or getting value from a SIEM or SOAR solution.

Market Description
XDR is an emerging technology that promises to deliver a more unified and efficient

approach to prevent, detect and respond to threats. It is designed to deliver more “out of

the box” operational efficiencies with minimal customization. The XDR market consists of

solution providers that offer packages of security products that are tightly integrated by a

common threat prevention, detection and incident response capability.

Evaluate XDRs on their overall utility not just component parts; other features to

consider are the underlying data lake foundation with lower-cost and flexible data

storage, functional orchestration and automation, and advanced security analytics.

A credible XDR is more than just a number of point solutions from a single vendor

and will be able to replace some of the existing security operations tools with more

efficient, alternative ways of working.

■
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This market is still in its formative stages, with solutions emerging from different

providers, approaches and backgrounds. XDR products will appeal to pragmatic security

leaders that do not have the resources to integrate a large portfolio of best-of-breed

security products and/or struggle to get full value from SIEM and SOAR tools. Unlike an

SIEM/SOAR, however, XDRs are generally less open and typically do not provide for use

cases beyond threat detection and incident response. Organizations that need to integrate

all flavors of logs or need to meet regulatory requirements of log retention will still need

SIEM. In addition, SOAR tools are commonly used for automation of a range of tasks, not

just incident response tasks.

XDRs can improve a security operations capability by:

XDRs can improve operational security staff productivity by:

Sharing threat intelligence immediately among component security products to

provide efficient blocking of threats across all components.

■

Leveraging externally acquired threat intelligence for use in multiple different

detection methods, such as network, web, email, cloud and endpoint.

■

Combining weak signals from multiple components into stronger signals of

malicious intent.

■

Reducing missed alerts by correlating and confirming alerts automatically.■

Integrating only the required relevant data for accurate and more rapid alert triage.■

Providing centralized configuration with weighted guidance to help prioritize

activities.

■

Converting a large stream of alerts into a condensed number of incidents that can be

manually investigated efficiently.

■

Providing integrated incident response options that have necessary context from all

security components to resolve alerts quickly.

■

Providing response options that go beyond infrastructure control points (i.e., network

and endpoints).

■

Providing an orchestration and automation capability for repetitive tasks.■

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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Figure 1 illustrates the core XDR components.

Figure 1: XDR Overview

A credible XDR needs to have two primary components and they need to be able to be

identified and evaluated by security leaders. These are described as XDR front end and

XDR back end in Figure 1.

XDR Front-End Components

Reducing training and skills needed to complete operational tasks by providing a

common management and workflow experience across security component parts.

■

Providing usable and high-quality detection content with small to no tuning required.

This should be over and above existing expectations security leaders have for point

solutions that are rolling up into XDR. Examples include the usage of the  MITRE

ATT&CK framework for threat classifications/visualizations as well as the product’s

ability to respond automatically to known events.

■

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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The front end should have three or more solutions or sensors, including but not limited to

endpoint detection and response (EDR), endpoint protection platforms (EPP), network

(firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention systems [IDPS]), network detection and

response (NDR), identity, email security, mobile threat detection, security services edge

(SSE), cloud workload protection, and deception. The mandate being that these are threat-

and response-focused solutions that can add to a greater whole than the individual items

provide on their own.

XDR Back-End Components

The back end should include:

Overall Outcomes Delivered by XDR

In general, XDRs should:

Predominantly cloud-delivered solutions, reducing the need for on-premises

components to a minimum.

■

Unified policy engine for all components.■

Centralized data storage (often referred to as a data lake) for storage and processing

of telemetry from the XDR component solution as well as a relevant ecosystem of

other data sources. Data storage should support different geographical locations.

■

Integrations, often via API, to enable better response use cases; for example, search

inboxes for email and move to quarantine, reset a user’s credentials, or ingest other

sources of telemetry and threat intelligence to improve threat detection efficacy.

■

Advanced analytics on the telemetry coming from the components of the XDR to

preprocess and correlate alerts to provide lower numbers of higher-value alerts and

reduce false positives.

■

Ability to perform better automation, orchestration and workflow functions for

analysts with native orchestration and automation of the processes of security

operations and incident response.

■

Have well-integrated functionality that requires only a minimum of integration work

from an organization to get all the components operating to full effectiveness. This

must be noticeably better than what is required when using multiple point solutions,

as XDR should offer considerable operational efficiency benefits, which is a key

evaluation criterion.

■
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Market Direction

XDR Is an Evolution, Not a Revolution

There is overlap with use cases such as general security operations, incident response

and threat-hunting functionality between XDR solutions and other existing markets like

EPP/EDR/NDR and SIEM/SOAR solutions. In essence, XDR is a convergence trend, and

XDRs will provide competitive pressure on existing solutions like EPP/EDR/NDR and

SIEM/SOAR vendors.

While XDRs do not completely replace the need for SIEM for larger teams, it is possible

that XDRs will incorporate SIEM threat detection and response use cases. We anticipate

that SIEM vendors will create their own custom-made XDR version of their offering to

solve the threat detection and response use cases, only with less cost and complexity

since SIEMs already have functional advanced analytics and orchestration/automation

capabilities.

Rely primarily, but not exclusively, on a vendor’s own ecosystem for prevention,

detection and response use cases.

■

Have content and workflow that supports prevention, detection and response use

cases that eases the burden of operating the tool by reducing dwell time and time to

contain threats.

■

Use advanced analytics to leverage the multiple sources of telemetry for more

meaningful threat detection use cases.

■

Use threat intelligence sourced from the vendor’s native research group as well as

supporting a range of third-party intelligence sources that allows the tool to function

more effectively.

■

Have enough breadth of point solutions covered and ability to make credible

improvements to a security operations program and increase the value of existing

investments. XDR must be able to demonstrably improve threat detection and

response capabilities for your specific organization.

■

Provide support for content that includes assessment of configuration

recommendations and helps users with guided and best practice policy

configuration and actions to perform on detected incidents.

■

Offer integrations with IT operations tooling like an ITSM tooling for ticketing

workflow.

■

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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Unlike SIEM solutions, XDRs only strive to satisfy the prevention, detection and response

use cases primarily from a single vendor’s offering. They do not aim to solve the

compliance or the large range of operations use cases SIEM supports today, including

support for a broad range of telemetry sources. Additionally, while XDRs have the concept

of a data lake in them, they are not designed to be a primary long-term log storage facility.

Successful XDRs can also work across heterogeneous log storage, consolidating relevant

log data in real time in data lakes using analytics for threat detection, and generally focus

on shorter-term retention periods.

Licensing models are varied, as XDRs can be delivered as free components of a larger

product portfolio or chargeable uplifts, or sold separately as a single XDR solution. Pricing

is often related to the number of endpoints but can have a data volume component as

well, which is critical to ascertain to ensure you are getting an improved capability versus

price outcome.

End Users Have Too Many Products

In 2020, Gartner conducted a survey (see Security Vendor Consolidation Trends — Should

You Pursue a Consolidation Strategy?) to evaluate the hypothesis of questions like:

This study revealed that 80% of the security leaders surveyed were in the process of

pursuing vendor consolidation initiatives. Unfortunately, it did not concurrently find that

users were saving money with a consolidation exercise. XDR, like SASE and SSE, is an

evolving way to address the key issue of vendor sprawl.

With this evolution, while XDR has benefits, price is not generally one of them at this time.

The savings that XDR tends to offer are centered around lower operational costs and

better threat detection and response capabilities. Historically, this has been an unmet aim

of many vendors. For this reason, Gartner agrees that there will be some justifiable

skepticism from end users who have “seen it all before.” Therefore, we recommend that

security leaders hold XDR vendors to a high standard on their claims.

“Do clients have too many vendors?”■

“How are clients working to reduce the number of vendors they have?”■

“Is this going to save you money?”■

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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Smaller Organizations Have Big Security Problems, Too

Threats rarely pay attention to the size and maturity of an end-user organization. XDRs

are further refining technology to be more integrated and comprehensive within a

provider’s converging platform offerings. This means that smaller teams in security

operations can run fewer tools that do more in one console, which is a key value

proposition for XDR for security teams of this size.

XDRs today are ideal for less mature organizations that do not have the resources to build

a complex matrix of point solutions with a SIEM/SOAR overlay but are looking for

solutions that can provide more immediate value with lower operational overhead.

Closed Versus Open

There has been an inrush of vendors whose offers do not align with the definition of XDR.

They have co-opted the definition of XDR in ways aligned to their own world view as well

as other ambiguous terms like OpenXDR. This posturing is problematic due to how

ephemerial and nebulous the definition of XDR has already become. This doesn’t help

security leaders navigate and map the problems they are trying to solve with the solutions

in the market. OpenXDR also largely describes markets that have existed for some time

with SOAR and to a lesser degree SIEM. In short, XDR is XDR, and there won’t be “one XDR

to rule them all.” Different vendors often will have different (but overlapping) XDR

functionality offerings, so integration of a solution into your specific environment will be a

key consideration.

Importantly, the claim of OpenXDR is not a complete misnomer. XDRs do and must

support a level of openness. Examples of this are in areas like natively integrated, well-

documented and mature APIs. This is not historically an artifact of products in the

cybersecurity market that are point-solution-oriented and operate in a siloed nature.

Security leaders looking to help reduce the chance of vendor lock-in can investigate

existing overlay technology, like SOAR, which will sit on top of and provide an abstraction

layer for these solutions, further assisting with detection and response process

improvements.

This is not an either/or proposition; nor is it open versus closed. It requires engaging in a

pragmatic exploration of your overall security operations program, looking for efficiencies

and security efficacy improvements that these new XDR solutions are bringing to the

market.

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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The Relationship With Managed Detection and Response Services

Where XDR is a prevention, detection and response product set, managed detection and

response (MDR) is a consumer of these types of products (see Market Guide for Managed

Detection and Response Services) that deliver a “service” that is outcome-focused and

more technology flexible. Across the technologies MDR providers use, there is some parity

in the goals of that technology and XDR. MDR providers may choose to use XDR

technologies as their core service delivery platform, especially vendors that already offer a

product like EDR and have managed services in place for them.

MDR services are a credible overlay for detection and response technologies. They are

designed to remove complexity for the consumer and add a layer of human intelligence

and interpretation to what is commonly a very complex set of technology-driven findings.

XDR is a term that is becoming more commonly used in marketing for MDR services,

however this can be misleading. Buyers should focus on the outcomes they require. When

choosing a security product, they may decide to complement this with a service layer to

operate that technology, and this will be MDR in many cases.

The desired outcomes from a technology such as XDR are driven by threat coverage

requirements, integration between products and the need for a common interface. Service

outcomes will be driven by requirements to have items like 24/7 coverage, applying

context to event alerting delivered by platforms such as XDR. Other benefits include

prioritization of security incidents in line with business risk understanding and

supplementing human expertise in taking action.

So, do you need an MDR if you have an XDR? The answer isn’t binary. XDR buyers will

require a service overlay if they don’t have the internal skill sets and understanding

necessary to be effective in processing the outcomes XDR delivers. Buyers may choose to

approach an MDR provider who may decide to utilize an XDR platform, either their own

proprietary technology or one buyers choose to have managed to deliver the service

required. The decision to use a service provider instead of or alongside a detection and

response technology should be based on the organization’s ability to consume the

outcomes that technology delivers in the format it offers. The skills and resources in the

organization’s security operations team should also be factored into the decision-making

process.

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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Market Analysis
The XDR market size is difficult to calculate. While some XDR providers charge for the

XDR capability, the more common model is that the XDR capability is a component of a

multiproduct package. In other cases, XDR is a free component that comes with existing

products. Consequently, we do not anticipate that the XDR revenue will be a widely

watched market indicator. Rather, the percentage of companies that have standardized on

an XDR solution provider and are actively consolidating security tools around an XDR

framework will be more meaningful. Today, we estimate that less than 5% of SRM leaders

have consolidated around an XDR solution.

XDR will drive acquisitions by the larger providers looking to fill gaps in their portfolios to

address the requirements of XDR. Examples are Elastic buying Endgame, CrowdStrike

buying Humio, and SentinelOne buying Scalyr, as well as the various acquisitions Palo

Alto Networks and Microsoft have made in recent years.

XDRs tend to have more sophisticated APIs than existing point solutions, allowing

SIEM/SOAR solutions the ability to make API calls into the XDR to search locally stored

telemetry and take actions where APIs support the functionality. Therefore, it is more

common to send only detections and alerts, plus actual incident data to an SIEM (for

collection and long-term storage in the SIEM’s cold storage eventually) and to switch the

SOC team’s attention to the XDR toolset itself.

Regulated industries may well have external and internal compliance requirements that

stipulate the collection of event and security logs from a wide range of services. Retention

of this data is used for later retrieval, examination or forensic access, regardless of the

actual value of the log data being stored.

Since XDR toolsets should include the playbooks, orchestration and automation features,

and the facility to pivot to all necessary data sources and log data in one console, security

teams will generally be more efficient.

Representative Vendors
The vendors listed in this Market Guide do not imply an exhaustive list. This section is

intended to provide more understanding of the market and its offerings.

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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Market Introduction

SRM leaders looking to improve the prevention, detection and response program should

consider XDR’s ability to provide a cloud-delivered and better-integrated solution. XDR can

also assist with a vendor consolidation exercise by reducing the number of security

operations providers your organization has in place.

Table 1 provides a list of representative vendors offering XDR.

Table 1: Representative Vendors Offering XDR

(Enlarged table in Appendix)

Market Recommendations
Gartner projects that XDR will be a disruptive trend in the coming years. What follows are

some pragmatic realities that security leaders should consider when approaching this

technology.

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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Use What You Have First

Explore functionality in existing point solutions’ integrations that are already in place,

such as SIEM/SOAR/EDR/EPP. Additionally, ensure that any proposed XDR will cover

existing functionality at a minimum as well as any other related gaps in the overall threat

detection and response program that cannot be addressed instead by integrating existing

solutions more effectively.

Aim for Cost Neutrality at a Minimum, Taking Operational Savings Into Account

Pressure vendors to be at least cost neutral when compared to your existing point

solutions:

Evaluate Integrations and Automation, Not Just the Number of Point Solutions

A key differentiator for an XDR is how well it can perform as a platform versus a portfolio

of point solutions:

Request a competitive displacement discount (especially in the first year) to offset

the transition cost of temporarily running two solutions in parallel.

■

Demand pricing relief for the components of their XDR that you are not using while

transitioning from other products.

■

Evaluate not just the product cost but also the full cost of the project work that

includes items like migrations, and other related process updates and training

related to security operations and incident response.

■

Assess threat detection efficacy. It is critical, but it must be demonstrably easier to

operate day to day, and this time savings should be part of your overall ROI

evaluation.

■

How well subcomponents are integrated is as important as how many products it

consolidates.

■

Favor XDR that is predominantly delivered as a SaaS application, which minimizes

the need for maintenance.

■

This research note is restricted to the personal use of aguennewig@vmray.com.
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To Make XDR a Long-Term Investment, Evaluate Breadth and Depth of Ecosystem
Integration

The easier the XDR can integrate into your existing environment, the better an investment

it will be. Evaluate both integration:

Ensure the XDR Supports Use Cases Like Threat Hunting

Ensure your XDR is shipped with and supports the creation of further content directly

aimed at automation and workflow. For example:

■

Combining weaker signals from multiple components into stronger signals of

malicious intent.

■

Reducing missed alerts by correlating multiple alerts into a much smaller

number of incidents.

■

Providing centralized configuration and weighted guidance to help prioritize

users’ focus on the most active types of threats they face.

■

Ensure the XDR supports multichannel response and containment with functionality

such as:

■

The XDR can check whether an indicator of compromise (IOC) has been seen in

other parts of the environment from multiple points like endpoint, cloud, logs

and network.

■

The XDR is able to have detections from one channel (such as cloud) and

apply response automated actions across all channels supported by the XDR

(such as endpoint, network or IAM).

■

Identify XDR policies misconfigurations and notify users if the configuration of

the tool is not aligned to threats the organization is facing.

■

Into the XDR — To allow the XDR to be programatically interacted with via tools like

SOAR/SIEM and ITSM tools as well as managed services providers.

■

From the XDR — The XDR can itself push content and drive actions into other

products where they can pull for threat-focused data to improve its efficiency. In this

way, the XDR can become a command center for other products it supports to act

like a security operations platform.

■
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An XDR should be able to rapidly search its data lake for signals of compromise that

could previously be classified as “unknowns” or banal. For example, accessing native or

supporting integrated third-party threat intelligence and matching it with the telemetry in

the XDR’s data lake is very useful. Data lakes are also critical to facilitate advanced

analytics use cases using techniques like machine learning. It must also support more

sophisticated hunting (see Use Threat Hunting for Proactive Threat Detection) such as

hypothesis-driven analysis by security analysts with relevant skills. Supporting

frameworks like MITRE’s ATT&CK framework is also very helpful with a number of XDR

use cases.

Ensure You Can Obtain Longer Data Retention Periods, If Needed

While a feature of credible XDRs is data lake functionality, they generally will not have the

longer-term data storage capabilities of SIEMs, as this is often not required. Additionally,

long storage times are very costly and a key area of discontent of users with SIEMs. While

30 to 90 days is often enough for core XDR use cases, being able to increase this with

suitable low-cost storage options and archiving into data clouds may be a feature some

security leaders value.

Evidence
The Security and IAM Solution Adoption Trends study was conducted to learn which

security solutions organizations are benefiting from and what factors affect their

choice/preference for such solutions.

The research was conducted online from March through April 2020 among 405

respondents from North America, Western Europe and APAC. Companies from different

industries were screened for annual revenue of less than $500 million.

Respondents were required to be at manager or above (excluding C-suite) and to have a

primary involvement and responsibility in the risk management role for their organization.

The study was developed collaboratively by Gartner analysts and the Primary Research

team who follow security and risk management.

Disclaimer: Results of this study do not represent global findings or the market as a whole

but reflect sentiment of the respondents and companies surveyed.
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Note 1
Representative Vendor Selection
Vendors included in this Market Guide were selected to represent those with products that

support a majority of the capabilities mentioned in the Market Definition section of this

research. In addition, these products are marketed and sold as extended detection and

response products, and they are bought and used for this purpose.

Vendors were also selected on the basis of Gartner’s customer inquiry volume in the

preceding 12 months ending August 2021.

These vendors have all achieved some degree of visibility and traction in the market.

This Market Guide does not aim to list every vendor in this market, but instead to provide a

credible representative list of viable providers so that security leaders can begin to better

engage the market.

Note 2
Gartner’s Initial Market Coverage
This Market Guide provides Gartner’s initial coverage of the market and focuses on the

market definition, rationale for the market and market dynamics.

Recommended by the Authors
Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription.

Market Guide for Managed Detection and Response Services

Hype Cycle for Security Operations, 2021

Hype Cycle for Endpoint Security, 2021

Magic Quadrant for Endpoint Protection Platforms

Endpoint Detection and Response: Architecture, Implementation and Operations Practices

Security Vendor Consolidation Trends — Should You Pursue a Consolidation Strategy?
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Table 1: Representative Vendors Offering XDR

Source: Gartner (November 2021)

Vendor Headquarters

 Check Point Software Technologies Tel Aviv, Israel

 Cisco San Jose, California, U.S.

 FireEye Milpitas, California, U.S.

 Fidelis Cybersecurity Maryland, US

 Fortinet Sunnyvale, California, U.S.

 McAfee San Jose, California, U.S.

 Microsoft Redmond, Washington, U.S.

 Palo Alto Networks Santa Clara, California, U.S.

 Rapid7 Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.

 Tehtris Pessac, France

 Sophos Abingdon, U.K.

 Trend Micro Tokyo, Japan

Vendors offering various XDR capabilities that could also meet an organization’s requirements include
 Cybereason,  Elastic,  F-Secure,  CrowdStrike,  VMware,  SentinelOne and  SecureWorks.
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